
 
 

First orders for LC300 Armour Mobility products received! 

 

TSS is proud to announce that the first orders for serial production Armoured Toyota Land 

Cruiser 300s have been received. The carefully composed package of Armour Mobility products 

has been approved by several of our armouring customers. The package consists of, among 

others:  

- TSS Heavy Duty Wheels have been approved by TüV for a 2250kg payload! Combine 

our 8,5x18” rims with Rodgard BPX Runflats and a heavy Duty Tyre of your choice, such 

as the Maxxis JRZ Bravo 275/70R18, to carry the extra weight of your vehicle’s 

protection.  

- The first TSS ProtecTank® : The only true self-sealing fuel tank technology on the 

market. Tailor-made to fit the Land Cruiser 300, to add protection and save weight in the 

armouring package. 

- MOV’IT Security: Heavy Duty Brakes, tailored to the increased weight and changed 

weight distribution. Consistent braking power with an OEM-compatible, integrated 

parking brake! The first complete vehicle system (front and rear axle) has been 

successfully tested! 

- TSS/JRZ Heavy Duty Suspension: high quality suspension systems for all budgets and 

driving styles. A KDSS-compatible version is also available! 

- SKYDEX shock mitigation products: for that last bit of protection to pass the new VPAM 

ERV VR7 or VR9 Standard with Bio-Fidel dummy! 

- B&G Intercom Systems: Discretely installed two-way communication systems, with 

speaking power up to 250W! Customisable sirens and red/blue/yellow LED-lights are 

also easily integrated. 

 

Since the launch of the new Toyota Land Cruiser 300 in the summer of 2021, many vehicle 

converters around the world have been putting all their efforts into designing new armouring 

packages for this vehicle, to provide the best possible protection for Aid Workers, Police-, 

Defence- & Security Forces and Government Officials all over the world.  

 

The quality of the armouring plays a large role in the protection of the occupants against bullets 

and other ballistic threats. However, the mobility of the vehicle determines how long the 

occupants can make use of that protection. Keeping on the move is key to the survivability of 

the vehicle.  

 

That is why TSS International specialises in the mobility of armoured vehicles. Over the past 

10+ years the company has supplied hundreds of armoured versions of the highly successful 

Land Cruiser 200 with Heavy Duty Runflat Wheel Assemblies, Security Brake Systems, Self-

Sealing Fuel Tanks, Vehicle Intercoms. A complete package of products carefully designed and 



selected for the highest level of safety and security: Armour Mobility! Through close 

collaboration with customers and suppliers, TSS International’s goal is to deliver a tailored 

package of mobility products, designed for strength, reliability and durability. 

 

Other platforms that have protected their mobility with TSS products since its founding in 1976 

include MB-G Class, MB-S Class, Nissan Patrol, Chevrolet Suburban, GMC Yukon, MB 

Sprinter, Boxer 8x8, BMW 7-series, Lexus LS & LX570 and many, many more. 

 

TSS International takes pride in delivering premium quality in all products and services. Where 

possible, we test our products at renowned institutions such as TüV, TNO, Beschussamt, and 

our quality management processes are ISO 9001:2015 certified by Lloyds. 

 

TSS International BV will be participating in Eurosatory 2022, from 13-17 June in Paris 

Villepinte. Contact us now to schedule a meeting! 

 

For more information and more products, please  

- visit our NEW website www.TSSH.com, 

- email us at sales@tssh.com or 

- phone us via +31 180 618 922. 
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